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In The Fight
**Current ARFORGEN Logistics Challenges**

- Commanders don’t have the **right tools** to help them track lateral transfers and manage REFIT/RESET in the ARFORGEN process.
- Commanders want one system that Soldiers can use to execute logistic transactions... a system that then converts those transactions into **meaningful data that can be used to Plan, Resource, and Execute**

**GCSS-Army supports the ARFORGEN process:**

- Supports and provides visibility of **lateral transfers** and **meaningful logistics data**
- **Speeds up maintenance activities** so that units can RESET, TRAIN, and DEPLOY as quickly as possible.
- Provides accurate **equipment readiness**
- Allows **task organizing**, to quickly **task organize**, automatically transferring supporting relationships of all units

---

**Implementing GCSS-Army will give the Army a consistent near real-time picture of its supply chain information across all levels**

---

...**Connecting to the modular Force**

GCSS-Army is designed to support current operations and adapt to future requirements